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Abstract estimates of the gradients (stochastic quasigradients)
can be obtained for a broad class of discrete event

This paper considers a new Analytic Perturba- systems with one simulation run. The infinitesimal

Zion Analysis (APA) approach for Discrete Event Dy- perturbation analysis (IPA) proposed by Ho and co-
namic Systems (DEDS) with discontinuous sample- workers [8] is one such efficient method, which can be
path functions with respect to control parameters. The used to calculate stochastic quasigradients for DEDS

performance functions for DEDS usually are formu- (see also [4, 10, 17,24]). An alternative approachis the
lazed as mathematical expectations, which can be cal- likelihood-ratio (LR) or score.function (SF) method.
culated only numerically. APA is based on new ann- For background on this method see [7, 11, 14, 16].
lyric formulas for the gra¢' ents of expectations of in- Both approaches are based on the well-known formula
dicator functions; therefore, it is called an analytic for the interchange of mathematical expectations and

perturbation analysis. The gradient of performance gradient signs
function may not coincide with the expectation of a
gradient of sample-path function (i.e., the interchange Vz Eg(z,w) = EWz g(z,w) . (1)
formula for the gradient and expectation sign may not

be valid). Estimates of gradients can be obtained with Generally, a disadvantage of the standard form of per-
turbation analysis is that, it does not work when the

one simulation run of the models, sample-path function is discontinuous in the relevant
parameter. In that case, it may no longer be valid

1 Introduction to change the order of taking the expectation and
the derivative. Ho and Li [9], presented an approach
to circumvent this difficulty by using a finite differ-Discrete Event Dynamic Systems (DEDS) are an

important class 3f dynamic systems with discontinu- ence approximation ideas. Ermoliev and Gaivoron-

ous (discrete) stochastic behavior. The dynamics of ski [2] suggested using artificial random variables to
such systems include logical rules, which discontinu- smooth the function g(z,w), combining concurrent

ously (discretely) change the state of the system. For approximation and optimization techniques. Gong [5]
example, a customer can change a routing if a server suggested smoothing the function g(z, _a) by taking

is busy in a queuing network, the conditional expectation (Smoothed Perturbation
In analyzing of such systems, one often is inter- Analysis (SPA)). SPA was developed further by Gong

eared in how their performance depends upon these and Ho [6] and Br6maud and Gong [1]. However,

parameters. Gradients provide useful information this approach is applicable only if there are explicit
on this dependence. Performance functions for the formulas for these conditional expectations. Kubin-

stun [15] proposed first changing the variables in theDEDS usually are formulated as mathematical ex-
pectations of the discontinuous functions with re- expectations (the push-out method) and only then us-
spect to control parameters. Gradients of perfor- ing formula (1). The push-out method generalized the
mance functions are difficult to calculate analytically. LR/SF approach. Gaivoronski introduced the notion

The gradient of a smooth function can be estimated of infinitesimal augmented perturbation analysis which
with finite differences, but, for DEDS, these esti- is developed further in a paper by Gaivoronski,Shi,

mates have high variances. Low-variance stochastic and Sreenivas [3]. This approach allows gradient for-
mulas to be derived for the generalized semi-Markov

1Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department processes and generalizes the IPA [8]. In Pflug's forth-
of Energy (USDOE). The views expressed in this paper are those
of the author and do not reflect any policy or position of the coming book [13], the gradient of the performance
USDOE. function is represented as a conditional expectation.
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Zazanis [23] used a compensator identity in conjunc- With these definitions, the performance function
tion with IPA to calculate low-variance, unbiased es- G(z) = E g(z, ca) can be presented as the sum
timates for DEDS at the expense of additional com-

OO

putational requirements. G(z) = Eg(z,ca) = E[E I{/o(=,ca)<0} g(z,ca)]This paper proposes an alternative approach, which
is called the Analytic Perturbation Analysis (APA), q=t
using analytic formulas for the derivatives of expecta, co

tions of indicator functions [19, 20, 21]. An earlier = EE[I{/,(=,ca)_<0} g(z,ca)] . (4)
paper [22] establishes the relation of APA to an in- q=l
finitesimal augmented perturbation analysis [3], and The function
to the push-out method [15] showing that gradients

calculated with these approaches can be obtained as _b,(z) dej E[I{],(z,ca)<_o} g(z, ca)]
special cases of APA. Since these two approaches cover

IPA and LR/SF methods, APA can be viewed as a is an integral of the function g(z,ca) over the set
framework unifying different methods and covering a pq(z). This function is differentiable under general
large area of applications, conditions (see, Appendix). The gradient Vz_q(z)

can be presented as an integral of another function
1.1 Explanation of the Approach aq(z,ca) over the same set pq(z) plus an additional

function _bq(z), which is a surface integral, or equiv-
. Let (P, ._', f_) be a probability space, and G(z) = alently, as a mathematical expectation of the product

....................._9(z, ca) be an expectation of function g(z, ca) de- aq(z, ca)l{yq(=,ca)<_o}, plus _¢(z), i.e.,
pending upon the control variables z E It n and a ran-
dom element ca E f_. For convenience, we often omit '

argument ca and use bold face font for random vari- V=_bq(z) = E[I{/,(=,ca)_<0} aq(z,ca)] + _q(z).

ables (e.g., q = q(ca)). The function g(z,ca) can be Thus,
discontinuous w.r.t, z and ca. We suppose that:

OO CO

1. the function g(z, ca) is piece-wise differentiable V=G(z) = V=E c_q(z) = Evz_¢(z)
w.r.t, z and w; ¢=1 q=l

2. the set _ can be split into subsets pC(z) E ._', q = co co

oo = +
= U (2) ,=' ,='

q=l co

= (5)and the function g(z, w) is differentiable w.r.t, ca
on each subset pc(z), q = 1,2,... ; q=l

where,
3. for any q _. j q = min{u : ca E/J"(z) }.

F(pq(z) N pJ(z)) = 0; (3) The random vector aq(z,ca) usually can be obtained
with one Monte-Carlo simulation run of the model,

4. each subset pq(z), q = 1,2,... can be presented analogous to the random value g(z, ca). Generally,

by the system of inequalities co

1.4q(z) --- {ca E _ : fqCz, ca) _ 0} aq(z, ca) _ vzgCz,ca), E_¢Ca:) _ 0, (6)
q=1

dej { ca fi a : f/q(Z,ca) ___ 0, 1 <_ I <_ k q } , therefore, in many cases, formula (1) is not valid.
where _ • IRa x f_ -+ _t, 1 __ l __/cq . The idea to split the set f_ into subsets p_(z), q =

I{]q(f,ca)<_o} denotes an indicator function which cor- 1,2,... is not new and was used in different forms in
responds to the set pq(z) papers [1, 2, 3, 5, 13, 15, 23] and others. In this paper,

we combine this idea with new analytic formulas for

1 , if, fq(z, w) __0 ; the differentiating the expectations of indicator func-I{lq(='ca)<°} = 0, otherwise, tions.
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Figure 1: System Flow Chart. Figure 2: One Regenerative Cycle.

2 Example: A simple Multiclass Queu- The first and second inequality which define the set

ing Network _+(z) means that customer 2 arrived at server 1 when
customer 1 had service number q. The third inequality

The following example was considered by Gong and follows from the fact that interdeparture time
Ho [5]. Here, we consider a case with arbitrary smooth q

distributions and probability performance function. L(w) = _ _i + _1The system consists of two servers and two classes
of customers (Figure 1). Each class consists of only i=1

one customer and has a different routing. The class 1 is less then z. The performance function G(z) can be
customer goes back to server 1 immediately after lear- presented as
ing the server. The class 2 customer goes from server

OO

1 to server 2, then back to server 1. Service times G(z) = _E[I_+(_)}]on server 1 for the class 1 customer are independent
random variables and have the same density function q=t

p. We assume that the density function p and its Let Eq be conditional expectation with respect to or-
derivatives are available. We denote by L(w) the in- algebra generated by the random variables _t2, 171and

terdeparture time of class 2 customer from server 1. _i, i - 1,..., q - 1, then
The performance we are concerned with here is the cu-

mulative distribution function of interdeparture time E[I{_,(z))] = EE,[I{_+(z)}] .
L(w), i.e.,

G(z) - F[ L(w) < z] - E[I{n(_)<z)] • The function E,[I0,+(z)} ] is smooth with respect to- - z; therefore, under general conditions

As Gong and Ho discussed [5], interchange formula (1) oo oo

is not applicable to these kind of problems. VzG(z) = Vz _E[l{#,(z)l] = V_ _E[E,[I(_,(z)}]]
Suppose that each simulation run begins and ends ¢=1 ¢=t

with the successive arrivals of class 2 customer at

server 2; this is a regenerative cycle. Suppose, in this oo

regenerative cycle, a class 1 customer was served q - _E[VzEo[I{#,(z))]] . (7)
times by server 1. Denote by _i, i - 1,..., q service q=t

times of customer 1 by server 1 and by _t2 the service [ ]time of customer 2 by server 2, and by ql the service The function Eq /{_,q(z)) can be presented as an in-
time of customer 2 by server 1 (Figure 2). tegral

One regenerative cycle is defined by the positive f
random variables */2, _1 and ¢+, i= 1,...,q, where Eq[l{_,(z)}] = J p(_q)d_q

the random variable q can be an arbitrary large pos- r12<E',2: _,+ _,

itive integer number. The set f_ of random elements _=_ _,+ _q + T/t _< z
can be split into subsets pq(z), q = 1,2,...

q-1 q q -- / p(_q)d_q def= F(z), (8)

i=I i-I i=I fq(z,_q) <_ 0
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 he,e, - - (lo)

x - Th - */2 Therefore, aq(z, w) is an unbiased estimate of the gra-
• dient VffiG(z).

ff(x,_q) = _-_ _"- T/2 + (q'- 1 We used formula (16) to obtain the last estimate.

z- I'/1 -112 Since the gradient of function (8) can be presented
Let us use formula (16) of Appendix to calculate also with formulas (13) and (15), then estimate (10)
VzF(z). The change of variables can be considered as one representative

def -- E_---_ ¢i "_"1_2 -- Cqz = =
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f p(x, y)/ dS. (15)

Divergence for the matrix H is denoted by - _ J IW, f,(z,y)ll
o,o(=)

_=1 oy_ hll , ... , him Finally, let us consider a formula for the derivative
div_ H = " , H = ' "of function (11) for the case with the empty set K2.

a__ hal , ... , h,rn The integral over the surface is absent and the deriva-
_=1 ou, tire is represented as an integral over the volume

We define VffiF(x) = / [ Vsp(z,y) + divy(p(z,y)H(z,y)) ] dy,
p(;v)-- {yEA m : f(x,y)__0} .Cz)

(16)
def { Y E ]R m : fa(z, y) <_0, 1 < I _<k } where a matrix function H : A n x A m ---, A nx'_ sat-

isfies the equation
and Op(z) to be the surface of the set p(z). Let us de-

notebyO_p(z) apartofthesurfacewhichcorresponds g(z,y)Vvf(z,y ) + Vzf(z,y) = 0. (17)
to the function fi(x, y)

In many cases there is a simple way to solve equa-

c_p(z) -- p(z) N {yE A m • fi(z,y)--0} . tions (14) and (17)using change ofvariables. Suppose
that there is a change of variables

def
If we split the set K = {1,...,k} into two subsets
K1 and K2, without loss of generality we can consider Y = 7(z, z)

KI = {1, l} and Ks = {l+ 1 k} which eliminates vector z from the function f(z,y),"'" "'" " i.e., function f(z, 7(z, z)) does not depend upon vari-

There is a freedom in the choice of the sets K1 able z. Denote by 7-1(z, y) the inverse function, de-

and Ks and representation of the gradient of function fined by the equation

(11). First, we consider the case when the subsets KI
and Ks are not empty. In this case, the derivative of 7 -1 (z, 7(x, z)) = z.

integral (11) is given by the formula In this case

V,F(x) = f [V,p(z,y) + div,(p(z,y)g,(z,y))] dy H(z,y) - VxT(z,z)l,=.v-,(,,v). (18)

_(s) Fomula (15) with matrix (18) covers the derivative

k formulas which can be obtained with change of vari-

_ _ / p(z,y) [Vzfi(z,y) ables in the integration set [12]. Indeed, gradient ofIIVuf_( z, Y)II the function 7(z, y(z, z)) with respect to x equals zero,
_=t+l a,_(z) therefore

4" Ht(z,y)V, fi(z,y)] dS, (13) 0 = V_f(z,7(x,z)) -- V,,7(z,z)Vs, f(z,y)ly=._(,,.,)
where the matrix function HI ' A '_ x A m _ A "xm

satisfies the equation + V=f(z, y)]v=_(=,,),

and function V=7(z, z)l,=-c-_(,.v) is a solution of equa-
Ht(x,y)V, fl,(Z,y) -t- Vzfl,(z,y) - O . (14) tion (17).

The last equation can have a lot of solutions and we Formulas (16), (15), and (13), should be treated,
can choose an arbitrary solution, differentiable with actually, as a family of formulas. The following com-

ponents are not uniquely defined in these formulas
respect to the variable y.

Further, let us present the derivative of func- • two subsets K1 and Ks,
tion (11) for the case with the empty set K1. Then,
matrix function Ha is absent and • matrix H(z, y) and matrix Hi(z, y),

f t • different vector functions f(x,y) may represent

VzF(z) = ] Vxp(x,y) dy the same integration set p(z).
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